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ABSTRACT

An account is given of the neutron spectrometric measurements on tokamak plasmas that have

been performed at the JET Joint Undertaking. The original restrictions for physical access to the

tokamak and the performance projections are described. The actual characteristics of JET plasmas

as intense but highly transient sources of neutrons are then presented. Next, the various neutron

spectrometers that have been deployed at JET are listed and their success in meeting the demands

of the JET experiment is appraised. Finally, there is a discussion of the plasma physics

considerations that determine the detailed shapes of the d-d and d-t spectral lines under the

various plasma conditions and spectrometer viewing directions and of the results obtained.

PACS Numbers: 52.70.-m (Plasma Diagnostics), 52.55.Fa (Tokamaks), 29.30.Hs (Neutron

spectroscopy).

INTRODUCTION

In the present paper we are exclusively concerned with the application of neutron spectrometers

for diagnostic purposes in the Joint European Torus (JET), during the lifetime of the JET Joint

Undertaking. An early account of neutron spectrometry at JET is included in the review article

[1]. The design, construction, installation and operation of the range of spectrometers deployed

at JET have involved the efforts of a very large number of people over many years. The analysis

of the measurements obtained is still not complete. This paper will attempt to indicate the extent

to which these efforts have been worthwhile.

It might be thought that the main purpose of neutron spectrometry is to determine the ion

temperature of the plasma [2]. However, whether this is possible or not depends on the means

employed for heating the plasma. Nevertheless, even when a temperature determination is not

possible, the measurements can still be very informative for other purposes

ACCESS TO JET FOR DIAGNOSTIC MEASUREMENTS

At the diagnostic design stage (1979 - 1985), the diagnostics were required to be located outside

the biological shielding walls whenever possible. This was because the intention was to run a

two-year programme of full d-t plasma operation, starting around 1990, during which time a

total of about 1024 neutrons would be produced. Obviously, close-coupled diagnostics (those

inside the Torus Hall) would experience very high neutron fields and significant repairs would

only be carried out the most essential items of hardware, using remote handling techniques.

Thus, whereas the neutron spectrometers for the early period of d-d operation could be installed

inside the Torus Hall, the d-t spectrometers were expected to go outside. In the event, the

anticipated major campaign of d-t operation has not taken place and neutron spectrometers for

both d-d and d-t operation have been fielded in all three locations: the Roof Laboratory, the

Diagnostic Hall and also close-coupled in the Torus Hall.
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Because the magnetic field in the tokamak provides a preferred direction in space about

which the charged particles in the plasma must gyrate, then the energy spectra of the fusion

reaction neutrons will vary with the viewing angle (except when the fast ion velocity distribution

is isotropic). It should, therefore, be possible to extract more information from two different

lines-of-sight than from just one alone. Consequently, two very different viewing directions

have been employed: one radial to the toroidal magnetic field lines and one tangential to them.

Radial (or 90-degree) lines-of-sight were available only from the Roof Laboratory, with a vertical

view into the plasma. The “tangential” lines-of sight (viewed from within the Torus Hall or from

the Diagnostic Hall) are actually inclined at about 52 degrees at the major radius of the plasma

because of the need to view between the closely-spaced toroidal field coils.

Ideally, the two lines-of-sight would have been equipped with identical spectrometers.

However, for practical reasons, this was possible only for the smallest spectrometers (He3

ionization chambers [3] for d-d discharges and diamond detectors [4] for d-t discharges), whereas

the main spectrometers had to be designed specifically for their chosen locations.

DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS FOR JET

The arrangements for neutron spectrometry were mostly specified prior to the tokamak

commencing operation, so it is understandable that the envisaged discharge characteristics were

somewhat optimistic. Specifically, for d-t operation, it was anticipated that a fusion power of 20

MW could be maintained for 10 seconds. In

the event, the best d-t discharge reached 16 MW

fusion power, but exceeded 10 MW for no more

than 0.6 s. Fig. 1 shows the neutron emission

signals for some of the best d-t discharges, taken

from different operating scenarios from the

Preliminary Tritium Experiment (PTE, [5]) and

the subsequent Deuterium-Tritium Experiment

(DTE1, [6]). Due to a variety of circumstances,

the neutron fluxes at those neutron

spectrometers outside the Torus Hall are about

one order of magnitude lower than originally

anticipated. Neutron yields for d-d operation

are scaled down according to the fusion reaction

cross-sections (by two orders of magnitude).

Good statistical accuracy is obviously a

requirement for any neutron spectrum to be
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Fig.1: Neutron yields for some record tokamak d-t
discharges. The JET 1991 Preliminary Tritium
Experiment discharges [5] were the first in which d-t
fuel was used. The three major plasma scenarios
illustrated (an ELM-free H-mode, an optimized shear
discharge and an ELMy H-mode discharge) were run in
1997 [6].

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG00.78/8c.eps
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subjected to detailed analysis. Experience shows that a minimum of 1000 events is required in

the full-energy part of the spectrum, which we refer to as the useful part of the spectrum. The

time interval available depends on the discharge duration but should be short enough that the

plasma conditions can be considered constant; for JET, 0.25 s is barely adequate but rarely

achieved. The energy resolution must be no more than a few percent. The spectrometers must be

capable of operating satisfactorily under highly transient conditions, with the data-taking count-

rate moving from negligible to near saturation in about one second, and back to a negligible

level in another second. Control of the neutron fluxes at the more rate-critical spectrometers is

necessary, e.g. the 3He ionization chambers, and massive pre-collimators with moveable jaws

were provided for this purpose.

The neutron emission varies in both intensity and spectrum shape as the plasma heating

conditions are changed. With ohmic heating, the ions are in thermal equilibrium and the spectrum

shape will be almost precisely gaussian and the effective ion temperature, Ti, can be deduced

simply from the fwhm of the measured spectrum, fwhm = 82.5 √Ti for d-d plasmas and 178 √Ti

for d-t plasmas (keV units). This temperature is actually an average along the line-of-sight through

the plasma but, as the neutron emission is strongly localized near the plasma centre, the line-

averaged temperature is typically only about 10% lower than the central temperature (an easily

calculated correction). The thermal neutron emission is isotropic, of course.

With deuterium Neutral Beam Heating, the beam-plasma interactions and thermal-thermal

interactions are generally of comparable intensity, with beam-beam reactions being sufficiently

weak that they can be neglected. The number

and energy of the injected ions, the direction

of injection, the direction of observation, the

thermal properties of the plasma and its rotation

rate together determine the spectrum shape. A

typical breakdown of reaction mechanisms is

shown for a deuterium beam-heated d-d

discharge in fig. 2 (see [7]). The broken curves

show the yield predictions of a transport code

[8] that attempts to reconcile the information

obtained from the complete set of plasma

diagnostics.

To complicate matters, the neutral beams

have three energy components, full, one-half

and one-third, although usually the neutron

generation from the two lower energy

components can be neglected in relation to that

from the full-energy component. Moreover,
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there are two beam boxes, usually operated at different potentials (e.g. 80 kV and 140 kV), with

8 positive-ion neutral injectors installed in each box; in d-t operation, the lower voltage box

injected deuterium and the other tritium. In addition, power is also deposited in the plasma by

means of Ion Cyclotron Radio-Frequency Heating; this may be used on its own or in conjunction

with NBI heating. Ideally, the RF will heat the bulk ions and electrons only. More frequently, it

accelerates the light particles in the plasma to high energies. These ions could be deuterium or

tritium fuel ions, or other minority ions such as protons and 3He that are present as impurities or

by intent. Sometimes, these ions are particularly energetic (several MeV) and interact not only

with the bulk fuel ions but also with not-so-light impurity ions, 9Be and 12C, derived from the

plasma-facing components. The 3He - 9Be reaction can be a prolific source of neutrons. These

light ion reactions are only of concern during d-d operation, since the higher yield from d-t

reactions almost always will dominate. In general, the neutron emission from additionally-heated

plasmas is not quite isotropic.

Apart from distinguishing d-d from d-t neutrons, it is not always possible to make useful

statements about the nature of the fusion reactions responsible for the neutron emission on the

basis of a simplistic analysis of the measured spectra alone. This is because the spectral

components are relatively broad and overlapping, so that it is, at best, difficult to separate the

contributing reactions from an unfolding of the neutron spectrum [9,10]. Instead, it far more

profitable to start with the known or assumed plasma conditions and compute an expected

spectrum shape for comparison with the measured spectrum; a least-squares optimization over

one or more parameters can then be used to refine the starting conditions.

The kinematics of the d-d and d-t reactions are well known and it would be superfluous to

rehearse them here. What may not be so familiar, however, is the 3-dimensional nature of the

problem when the target is a plasma within an applied magnetic field. Most of our discharges

involve NBI heating. The injected neutral particles ionize and then slow down and thermalize

quite slowly, typically taking 100 ms. Depending on their ionization position, the ions may enter

trapped particle orbits (banana orbits) that slosh back and forth or instead move straight into

passing orbits that circulate the machine. As they slow down, they are subject to pitch-angle

scattering and may cross from trapped to passing orbits, or vice-versa. The neutron energy spectra

reflect the relative motions of the interacting ions, under the influence of the magnetic field, and

- to a lesser extent - the bulk movement of the thermal plasma, which may rotate at very high

speeds. Usually, the pitch-angle scattering and resultant diffusion are ignored. Monte-Carlo

kinematics calculations [11] are performed to sample the 6-dimensional velocity space. A further

problem is the variation of plasma conditions (ion and electron densities and temperatures) with

minor radius. In principle, this involves a summation over a number of plasma volumes, although

just one or two volumes appear sufficient.
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TYPES OF NEUTRON SPECTROMETER THAT HAVE BEEN USED AT JET

Table I lists the various types of neutron spectrometer that have been employed on JET. Some of

the requirements for operation on a tokamak are discussed in ref. [12].

Table I

sretemortcepsnortuenVeM-5.2

noitacoldnaepytretemortcepS
;yrotarobaLfooR-LR

;llaHsuroT-HT
llaHcitsongaiD-HD

noituloserygrenE
,mhwf( ,mhwf( ,mhwf( ,mhwf( ,mhwf( δδδδδ )%E/E

ycneiciffE
mc.n/c( mc.n/c( mc.n/c( mc.n/c( mc.n/c( 2- )

]31[LR;snoislumeraelcuN 4 1 × 01 3-

]41[HD,HT,LR;.tnicsdiuqil312EN 8 1

]51[LR;.rbmhc.porpnegordyhlacirehpS 3 1 × 01 2-

]3[HT;notorpliocerdrawroF 7 1 × 01 5-

3 ]61[HT,LR;rebmahcnoitazinoieH 2~ 1 × 01 2-

]9[;LRthgilf-fo-emiT 9.4 5 × 01 2-

sretemortcepsnortuenVeM-41

LR;snoislumeraelcuN 3 1 × 01 4-

HT,LR;rotallitnicsdiuqil312EN 4 1

]71[srotcetednociliS 8.0 3.1 × 01 4-

]4[HD,LR;srotceteddnomaiD 3-2

]81[LR;thgilf-fo-emitelcitrap-detaicossA 1.1 4.1 × 01 5-

]91[HD;liocernotorprotaidarralunnA 2.2 8 × 01 5-

]02[HT;sisylanaliocernotorpcitengaM 5.2 5 × 01 5-

To design or specify a neutron spectrometry measurement such that the useful count-rate

is at least 1 kHz can be a major challenge. Spectrometers that employ n-p scattering events

without means for including directional information for the recoiling protons essentially provide

flat energy spectra, and for nearly mono-energetic neutrons the useful information is contained

in the slope of the high-energy edge. This information is extracted by unfolding the response

function (in this case, effectively differentiation) so that the useful count-rate is only a few

percent of the total count-rate. Such spectrometers do not provide good quality spectra under

tokamak conditions, although they are valuable for simple purposes of energy discrimination.

To be truly useful for high-resolution spectrometry, it is essential that the spectrometer provides

a response that directly reflects the incoming neutron spectrum, i.e. it must have a very pronounced

full-energy peak and little or no low-energy tail. In practice, depending on their design,

spectrometers will have both low and high-energy tails of some magnitude, associated with
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background events, neutron down-scattering in

collimators, random background coincidences,

pulse pile-up due to excessive count-rates and

incomplete charge collection due to charged-

particle escape from active regions (wall

effects).

Unfortunately, when - as is usual - a

spectrometer response function has a weak but

non-negligible low-energy tail, it is often not

appreciated that an otherwise apparently

excellent energy resolution is only of value

when studying almost mono-energetic neutron

spectra. As the neutron spectrum broadens (with

additional heating, the tokamak spectra may

have fwhm values of up to 10%) then the low-
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Fig.3: Showing the full energy spectrum recorded with
a 3He ionization chamber for four (aggregated) ohmic
discharges in deuterium (12 seconds of data-taking). The
insert shows the fitted energy spectrum and the unfolded
spectrum for the incident neutrons. The ion temperature
is 3.4 ± 0.2 keV, in good agreement with the averaged
result obtained from Ni26+ X-ray spectroscopy.

energy tail becomes increasingly important. This is particularly serious for the 3He ionization

chamber (fig. 3), and for silicon and diamond solid-state detectors, when applied to beam-heated

discharges.

Summarizing our experience at JET in the search for practical high-resolution neutron

spectrometers, I draw the following conclusions:-

(1) Nuclear emulsions are not competitive with active spectrometry techniques, where these

are available.

(2) The spherical hydrogen recoil spectrometer and the liquid scintillators that provide flat

pulse-height responses are unsuitable for high-resolution spectrometry. (An easily

overlooked problem is that photo-multipliers tend to exhibit rate-dependent gain shifts

that can be troublesome under transient conditions).

(3) Forward scattering of protons by 2.5-MeV neutrons results in energy resolution and

efficiency that are wholly inadequate for use as a routine plasma diagnostic.

(4) The 3He ionization chambers have seriously limited count-rate capabilities, very good

peak energy resolution but a strong low-energy tail that makes them unsuitable for

examining broad energy spectra. Their usefulness is restricted to thermal d-d plasmas.

(5) The 2.5-MeV time-of-flight neutron spectrometer in the Roof Laboratory provided proof-

of-principle and, after its major upgrade, performed very well with additionally heated

plasmas.

(6) The silicon detector was never seriously investigated in high-resolution d-t spectrometry

applications because of its rather strong low-energy tail. However, such detectors are

routinely used in low-resolution applications [21].

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG00.78/9c.eps
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(7) Diamond detectors have been used for d-t plasma studies. They are low-efficiency devices,

but offer excellent energy resolution in the full energy peak and have high count-rate

ability. Unfortunately, they also exhibit large low-energy tails.

(8) The associated-particle time-of-flight spectrometer offers good energy resolution and a

well-defined full-energy peak. However, its efficiency was poor and it proved subject to

severe random count-rate problems for the highest fusion power discharges, showing that

the Roof Laboratory floor was not sufficiently thick.

(9) The annular-radiator spectrometer performed acceptably. Its major difficulty is that of

procuring the desired large area silicon detectors capable of stopping 18 MeV protons.

(10) The magnetic analysis spectrometer was very successful. Its energy resolution was adequate

and, because it is close-coupled with the tokamak, it has provided exceptionally good

statistical accuracy.

RESULTS FROM STUDIES OF DEUTERIUM DISCHARGES

The earliest work at JET involved the 3He neutron spectrometers. Detailed response characteristics

to mono-energetic neutrons were obtained from extensive accelerator laboratory studies. This is

an activity that has proven impossible for the major, physically large, spectrometers subsequently

fielded at JET. The most important 3He- spectrometer contribution came from early studies of

ohmic discharges, for which they provided accurate and reliable core plasma ion temperatures.

Taken together with an absolute measurement of the total neutron emissivity and electron density

data, it was clear that in the early years of JET

operation the plasmas were very dirty [22], the

deuteron to electron density ratio being

typically 0.5, i.e. a factor of 4 loss of neutron

yield.

With the advent of deuterium neutral

beam heating, it was found that the 3He

spectrometer performed very poorly, due

primarily to the enhanced contribution from the

low-energy tail when attempting to study 20

keV effective temperatures, as opposed to 2 to

3 keV. For such discharges, the 2.5-MeV time-

of-flight spectrometer was much better. Fig. 4

shows an early example of a neutron spectrum

from a beam-heated discharge obtained with

the prototype 2.5 MeV time-of-flight

spectrometer. It was found possible to obtain

an acceptable understanding of the results using
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Fig.4: Showing a neutron spectrum obtained with the
prototype time-of-flight spectrometer [9] for a deuterium
beam-heated discharge. The viewing direction is vertical.
The beam-plasma fraction and the ion temperature are
deduced from the single-volume analysis of the spectrum.
Thermal fractions from similar measurements are shown
in fig. 2.

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG00.78/2c.eps
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a simple single-volume model of the neutron emission from the plasma, in conjunction with just

two contributions to the neutron emission, i.e. thermal and beam-thermal reactions. At this time

the two beam boxes injected deuterium neutral particles at the same energy. A further useful

simplification arose from the fact that the time-of-flight spectrometers (the prototype [9] and its

upgrade successor [7]) were located in the Roof Laboratory and were therefore insensitive to

plasma toroidal rotation

The introduction of NBI heating permitted a new diagnostic to be brought to bear. This is

the charge-exchange recombination spectrometry diagnostic (CXRS, [23]) that depends on NBI

to provide the penetrating neutrals for charge-exchange processes with the thermal carbon ions

in the plasma. It produces radial profiles of ion temperature and rotation rate. This diagnostic

immediately removed any remaining doubt on the impurity issue and the design of an internal

divertor to lower the impurity levels in the plasma was promptly started. The charge-exchange

technique also removed the necessity from neutron spectrometry to provide ion temperature

information during NBI-heating. This was fortunate, because it is very often difficult, if not

impossible, to distinguish the thermal-thermal and beam-thermal features in the neutron spectra

and hence any resulting ion temperature estimates were not very reliable. Neutron spectrometry

efforts were thereafter devoted to demonstrating that the spectrum shape was understood and

that, under favourable circumstances, ion temperature data could be indeed derived - but with

the expenditure of much effort. Fig 2 showed the thermal-thermal contributions deduced from

spectra obtained with the time-of-flight spectrometer.
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Fig.5: A neutron spectrum obtained with the upgraded
time-of-flight spectrometer [7] for a discharge with ICRF
heating of 3He minority ions. The curve is well fitted
with a gaussian corresponding to a temperature of 7.7 ±
0.9 keV, consistent with other ion temperature data
indicating the lack of neutron emission associated with
supra-thermal particles.
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Fig.6: An example of a neutron spectrum obtained with
the time-of-flight neutron spectrometer [7] for ICRF
heating of hydrogen minority ions in deuterium plasma.
In this example, there is strong second-harmonic
acceleration of deuterons, resulting in the generation of
neutrons with energies extending well above 4.5 MeV.
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Of particular interest was the application of the time-of-flight spectrometer to ICRF heated

discharges [7]. Ideally, the RF heats the plasma without significantly distorting the Maxwellian

energy distribution of the ions. Fig. 5 shows an example of such a discharge. However, as

mentioned earlier, the RF can accelerate light ions to high energies, with occasionally dramatic

effects on the resulting neutron spectra, as shown in fig.6. Clearly, the spectrometer provides

immediate warning of the presence of these high-energy ions and can give a good indication of

the effective temperature of the high-energy tail. Usually, the acceleration of ions to these energies

is to be avoided as it represents an inefficient use of RF heating power. The ability to measure

the neutron spectrum under such conditions was also of great importance for the interpretation

of results from the other neutron diagnostics that exhibit response functions that rise rapidly

with neutron energy.

RESULTS FROM STUDIES OF DEUTERIUM-TRITIUM DISCHARGES

With deuterium-tritium discharges, the situation became more interesting but also potentially

far more complicated. Fortunately, the quality of the spectra improved, because it is far easier to

work with 14-MeV neutrons than 2.5-MeV neutrons and we have more and better spectrometers.

In particular, we were also - for the first time - able to make accurate comparisons between

spectra obtained from the radial and tangential lines-of-sight. At the most general level, the

relation between the two lines-of-sight is easily understood. For isotropic fast ion distributions,

the spectra are independent of viewing direction. The fast ion distributions are usually anisotropic,

e.g. for ICRF heating where the ions have most of their energy in motion perpendicular to the

magnetic field. In such a case, the vertical-viewing spectrum will have the maximum possible

spectrum width. The spectra obtained with tangential-viewing spectrometers (the annular radiator

proton recoil spectrometer or the magnetic proton-recoil spectrometer) would see a spectrum

width reduced by sin2θ, where θ is the viewing angle to the field lines (about 52 degrees). With

beam heating, the beams are injected at about 57 degrees so the energy is predominantly in the

perpendicular motion. Thus, in general, the tangential spectra will have widths of between 1.0

and sin252 times those for the vertical view. This is demonstrated in fig. 7, which compares

effective temperatures obtained from vertical and tangential-viewing spectrometers for a variety

of discharge scenarios.

A good example of vertically-viewed spectra for RF-heated discharges taken with the

associated-particle time-of-flight spectrometer is shown in fig. 8, where the minority deuterium

concentration determines the prominence of the fast-ion component (strength inversely

proportional to relative density).

As discussed before, the tangential and vertical views differ in that only the tangential

spectrum reflects the toroidal rotation rate of the plasma, with the thermal contribution being

“Doppler shifted” in the appropriate direction. This shift is a significant fraction of the line

broadening. Of course, the plasma rotation rate is well known for charge-exchange spectroscopic
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discharge with minority deuterium [26]. The broadening
due to the deuteron velocity distribution is shown clearly.
The solid curves are best fits to the data of a combination
of suprathermal and thermal components.

measurements. Fig. 9 shows a spectrum measured with the tangentially-viewing annular proton-

recoil spectrometer for the relatively simple case of tritium beam injection into a 70:30 T:D

plasma, where only two components have to be taken into account, the thermal and tritium

beam-deuterium plasma contributions, including the effects of rotation. The plasma density is

unusually high. The detailed spectrum analysis indicates that the beam ion distribution has become

almost isotropic before significant energy has been lost, possibly due to pitch-angle scattering

and diffusion while slowing down.

The most common d-t discharge scenario involves combined deuterium and tritium beams

injected into a nearly 50:50 d:t plasma. Under such circumstances, the neutron yield is optimized

and is insensitive to the precise d:t mix. To understand the transport of fuel ions, however, it is

necessary to investigate discharges in which the fuel and beam mixes are far from optimal;

specifically, plasmas with minimal quantity of either D or T. The main problem that then arises

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG00.78/7c.eps
http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG98.182/1c.eps
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data [25], compared with appropriately line-averaged
CXRS data. The time resolution is excellent. Much
improved agreement with the CXRS data is obtained after
decomposing the neutron spectrum into pre-calculated
beam-plasma and fitted thermal-thermal components.

is that there is no conventional diagnostic that provides a measure of the d:t proportions in the

centre of the plasma. However, under some circumstances the shape of the neutron spectrum is

quite sensitive to the assumed plasma mix and its study can therefore provide the missing

information. This exploits the fact that we inject tritium at an appreciably higher energy than

deuterium (160 and 80 keV, respectively). Thus, the t-D spectrum component is far broader than

the d-T component. By definition, the thermal contribution is negligible under these circumstances.

See [24] for further results of d-t spectrum analysis using the annular radiator spectrometer.

Since the d-t neutron spectra from high performance discharges with 50:50 beam and

plasma mixes are approximately gaussian-shaped, the spectra are most easily represented as

usual by fitting a gaussian and extracting the mean energy, fwhm and effective plasma rotation

rates. It then becomes of interest to compare these effective temperatures and rotation rates with

those derived from CXRS measurements. This comparison is most beautifully displayed in fig.

10 (from ref. 25), obtained from the magnetic proton recoil spectrometer [20] for which the

statistical precision is excellent. The neutron and CXRS results tend to merge as the temperature

(and the thermal-thermal contribution) rises. To proceed one stage further, the beam-plasma to

thermal neutron production fractions are derived from plasma-physics calculations and the beam-

plasma spectrum shape is approximated by a 22 keV gaussian (compatible with detailed kinematics

calculations); the thermal neutron temperatures extracted by fitting to the measured spectra are

then found to be in excellent agreement with the CXRS ion temperatures over the full duration

of the discharge. This demonstrates a satisfactory understanding of the neutron emission for this

discharge.

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG98.271/1c.eps
http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG00.90/1c.eps
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CONCLUSIONS

Neutron spectrometry on tokamak plasmas is a non-trivial undertaking. A wide variety of

spectrometer types have been fielded at JET, with varying degrees of success. We have developed

a quantitative understanding of the particle dynamics in plasmas that permits us to predict the

form of the neutron energy spectra for all discharge scenarios so far encountered. This impacts

most directly on the study of the effectiveness of different ICRF heating schemes. Information

on the neutron spectrum is important for d-d discharges in that this has a direct bearing on the

interpretation of results from other neutron diagnostics. Finally, the ability to determine reliably

the d:t mix in situations where one or other is a weak minority presence will assist the analyses

of such plasmas. For the future, with ignited plasmas, neutron spectrometry will hopefully meet

the original intention of providing simple, credible, measurements of fuel ion temperature.
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